space E was finished & drawn. Photographs will be taken tomorrow. Next to the west wall of space E may be a wall (#13?). The area is too small to see more of it, and the excavation ends here for this year. (See p. 170 + 1:30 plan of trench).
Things become clearer by the end of the day. The outline of wall 3 can be followed and what was identified as the zigzag wall (p. 171) now appears to be a double wall built on the S face of wall 3. This new wall (wall 14) joins with a N-S wall (wall 15) which I believe will join with the N-S wall of 42.

July 30, 1991

Sabbatical day! Work at the oven area.

Pail 60 was completed & LA planted (see pp. 173, 174). A flan was taken of space E, HTH slab floor (see p. 170).

- Sections were completed:
  - A-A N-S West boundary (5 cm)
  - B-B E-W North
  - C-C N-S through spaces E etc.

- Stone plan of whole trench
- Pottery analysis updated
- Diary sheets reviewed
- Index updated
July 31, 1991

**Level: 7.93**

1/2 day on site. Am-photelle:

**Pail 61 Level 3**

- **Depth:** 180 (6.65 - 6.60); 6.60 - 6.47
- **Location:** under pail 60
- **Soil:** brown, some rubble
- **Pottery:** Late LM IIIIA - same amphora sheets may be historic, but not confirmed by fire wares.

**Other:** shell, soil sample for water
- **Pricing:** in bucket. 1/2 and small, burnt bone.

Amphotelle was completed by MCS.

Pail 62 was begun in area C (pail 62).

In the meantime, traction is removing the building which was left between TR 74A + 74B (see p. 172, 174). (pail 63).

**Pail 62** Level 3, Unit C (Y.A?)

- **Depth:** 6.04 (top) / 6.46 - 6.40 (bottom)
- **Location:** under pail 60
- **Soil:** light brown, some small stones
- **Pottery:** Late LM IIIA/B - large, unit LM IIIA/B through LM IIIA1. No particular period dominant
- **Other:** shell, bag, bone

Invented:

**Pail 63** Baukem cleaning levels 1-3

- **Depth:** 7.55 (top) / 6.77 (bottom)
- **Location:** west Baukem 74A + 74B
- **Soil:** brown, some stones
- **Pottery:** Late LM IIIA/B, Mixed LM + Archaic LM IIIA1, IIIA2, PRO III B
- **Other:** shell, pink soil fragment

Invented.
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August 1, 1951

SM - work continued on pile 63.
Pile 63 was completed yesterday afternoon. The rubble which I expected to be the continuation of wall 3 turned out not to be! Instead wall 3 ended about 0.50m into the trench and another NS wall can be seen in relation to wall 3, however is still unknown.

Pile 64

Peep 194 level 3 space J

Loc: 662 - 6.59 top / 6.50 - 6.43 bottom

Location under pile 64

Soil: Brown, small stones, hard

Pottery: LM II/III, some LM I

* cup: No finer fragments in unit.

Other: Shell, bone, charcoal

I have now assigned new "spaces":

Space H to the S of wall 14

and space J to the N.

Pile 62C

Peep 194 level 3 - space E

Loc: 6.77 top - 6.87 bottom

Location under pile 63

Soil: Dark brown

Pottery: Latest LM II, some HM III

Possible LM II/III material

Other: Shell, bone - figure c9311

Sm pottery bag - from cleaning

Inventory

Pile 62C consists of no small space between TR 74A and the NS wall (?).
PAI (WA)  level 3  space 11  (p.174-6) 119
depth: 6.50 top / 6.39-6.36 bottom
location: under space 101
soil: brown, some soil, silt, quite soft
pottery: 4th, 6th latest, mixed LMIII +
archaic. Minoan includes pessaneio for handle.
other: bone, shell

uncolored: mixed Minoan + late archaic
(7th). Transport complete.

after break, paie 60C finished - now
continued in spaces H + J (paie 60A, 60B).
In paie 60A, space it, rubble starts
The N-S wall at the NW corner of
the trench was identified as wall 110
although it only consists of one
course. (p.174) Paie 62, 62B & 62C
were completed - Handis is working on
62A. In the meantime we start our
next paie 64 levels with paie 64B.
Space J (4.64B - see p.178.)

PAI (64B)  level 4  space  J  p.178
depth: 6.50-6.43 / 6.37-6.30 bottom
location: under paie 62B
soil: soft brown

pottery: latest LMII, some LMIII, no
MMIII or LMIII B.  No function evident.
other: bone, shell

wet:

with paie 62B, another cause of wall
14 became visible to NE.  Is it
an earlier wall or a krepidoma?
(p.178). Maybe this will become
clearer as we go.  Compared levels
8, walls 10 + 7, but 7 is at 0.46 m
below wall 10 - I cannot see a
connection yet.
Roll 8, Fig 59, from east
bottom 60A, 64B

Roll 8, from east
bottom 60A, 64B

Pottery - from east - same as p. 178.

Roll 64, level 4, space C, p. 178
depths 0.46 - 0.71 top, 0.51 bottom
location: under roll 62, same area 69
soil: brown, some small sherds
class: shell
inventoried:

Phil 64A, level 4, space 4, p. 178
depths 0.39 - 0.36 top, 0.28 - 0.32 bottom
location: under roll 60A
soil: much rubble, brown, quite soft
pottery:
class: bone, shell
inventoried:

The rubble makes it very hard to understand space 4 - we must wait until we dig down to see what lies underneath it. We will continue our work as planned.
August 2, 1981

Level: 7.92m.

Excavation: We continue excavating piles 64 and 65. In space C (X3), we are looking for a floor surface associated with wall B. No definite surface was found of the wall (space E), but in Shubert Block, in space 11, we are removing the rubble (see p. 110). Here, we are excavating within room X3. I expect that wall 15 will join with an E-W wall of X3. Wall 64 at B was completed yesterday; more of the rear was exposed. A wall (?) appeared in the NE corner (running N-S), but we will wait until the next level to assign a number to it.

Pile 65
- Level: 4, Space: C - X2, P: 12
- Depressed: 6.31 top / 6.08 bottom
- Location: under floor of 64
- Soil: brown, some small stones
- Pottery: LM IIIA2 Latest - Mixed LM I, through LM IIIA2/B

Other Pottery:

Pile 65
- Level: 4, Space: H - X3, P: 12
- Depressed: 6.98 - 6.22 top / 6.06 - 6.19 bottom
- Location: under floor
- Soil: much rubble - some as pile 64
- Pottery: LMK, BM, much variety - coarsy + fine wares - some miniature
- Other: stone objects

Mentioned: 19205 grey ware 70/8
Space C - XA

#1 - North wall of XA; bottom A 5.4 m. LMIIB. 3 surfaces found; Phil FT associated with construction of wall 12.

#2 - Wall 3. Built on top of wall 12. No surface associated with it to the South; LMIIB upper in Space E, wall 41, contemporary with wall 5. Maybe fill under drainage reported by Shubert or from light well deposit material (?).

#3 - LMIIB A1 - 2. Re-use of wall 4 (X5) south of XA at level 9. 0 4.90 to 5.70 respectively.

Space E

#1 - Wall 12. Built on top of wall 4 (X5). No surface associated with it to the South; LMIIB upper in Space E, wall 41, contemporary with wall 5. Maybe fill under drainage reported by Shubert or from light well deposit material (?).

#2 - Wall 3. Built on top of wall 12. No surface associated with it to the South; LMIIB upper in Space E, wall 41, contemporary with wall 5. Maybe fill under drainage reported by Shubert or from light well deposit material (?).

#3 - LMIIB A1 - 2. Re-use of wall 4 (X5) south of XA at level 9. 0 4.90 to 5.70 respectively.

Georg has almost finished excavating wall 12. (Still no sign of any kind of posts). MCS and JS had a discussion about the chronology of wall 3, space C (XA) and E. (See p. 163)

Wall 60 (level 4; space C XA) p. 182

Depth: 0.23 - 0.25 top; 0.18 - 0.18 bottom

Location: Under wall 63

Soil: Same as 65

Pottery: Latest LMIIB A1 vs. some LMIIB

Other: Shell

Inventory:

Another wall was started (4.66); still with no luck at finding a surface. Almost no pottery was found, and very little shell. In space 7, a patch of burned soil was isolated, similar to that found in wall 60 (p. 172). More rubble can be seen. The outline of another wall is found S of wall 14 (wall 17) in space 7 (X3).

Wall 60 (level 4; space C XA) p. 182

Depth: 0.18 - 0.12 top; 0.08 - 0.04 bottom

Location: Under wall 63

Soil: Same as 65

Pottery: Latest LMIIB

Other: Shell, bone, charcoal

Inventory:

As we start wall 67, we notice a change in soil. We will follow this level, hoping that it corresponds to the top of wall 12. This could indicate a level of occupation.

Work is slow in space 7 (X3) - the workmen are cleaning a level of rubble.
pm - were continued piles 4:07 and 4:16. A. With pile 6:5A we have not reached any kind of surface nor the bottom of any walls. The rubble was plotted & the space was cleaned. Levels were taken.

We plot:

[Plan 6:5A] level 4, space 4, p. 182
depth 0.16 - 0.19 | bottom 0.13 - 0.14
location: under pile 6:5A
soil: much rubble, brown, soft
pottery: Small mixed, intact. Latest 10th.
Some LH IIa cups, cooking ware
Other: soil sample

inventory:

see [Plan 6:8] level 5, space C, X:0 p. 186
pottery depth 0.08 - 0.04 top 0.98 - 0.94 bottom
report broken under 6:7
for soil: greyish - brown. Some stones,
inventory:

Pottery: Latest LH II C

Pile 6:8 was completed & the modern retaining wall was removed - most quiet - so that we may start the excavation of X:0 on Monday (2 halls including TR 74:A + 74:B spaces C)

With pile 4:16, A, we are excavating more rubble. The bottoms of walls 15 & 16 have not been reached yet in this space. (space 4) This pile will be continued on Monday.
August 5

AM - We started this morning by excavation space C - X-Y, bond houses - that is TR 74-A and TR 74-B.

PHIAL 68

Location: under phial 68
Soil: brown, some small stones
Pottery: latest UM I. Earliest MM II
Barbeque, little of any particular interest.
Other charcoal
Inventory:

After completing phial 68 we started cleaning wall 15 - its western face poxes very messy - many pimples were result of a collapse. As we removed some sherd, the outline of the east (NS) wall of X-Y appeared. This wall 15 was built on top of an earlier wall, just like wall 3 was built on top of the northern wall of X-Y.

PHIAL 70

Location: TR 74-B, cleaning of wall 15
Soil: rubble
Pottery: latest UM III A/B, mixed UM III A/B + Joints in (OUM III A/B)
Other: shell
Inventory:

PHIAL 71

Location: TR 74-B, 5.685 - 5.785 m
Soil: brown
Pottery: latest UM I - purity little MM III
 Mostly table wares, stone 10B(?)
Other: bronze, bone, shell, charcoal & slivers.

PHIAL 71

AMM 4955, fine mono-pts, long spat jar
The N-S eastern wall of Q 2 is numbered 19, 18 (see p. 188). We then began pail 71. A little bit of bronze (pin?) was found.

Dry peeling is being done for all pails.

**Pail 72 (level 6, Q 2, TR 74 A-74 B, p. 190)**
- ** Depths:** 5.685 - 5.685 top / 5.555 - 5.535 bottom
- **Location:** under pail 71
- **Soil:** Soft brown, very little stone.
- **Pottery:** Latest LMI with possible UM III intrusion.

Other: bone / grinding stone (?) / soil sample / shell in contact: C 9270 / charcoal bits / bone (?)

**Pail 73 (level 6, Q 2, TR 74 A-74 B, p. 190)**
- ** Depths:** 5.555 - 5.535 top / 5.465 - 5.435 bottom
- **Location:** under pail 72
- **Soil:** Quite soft, brown.
- **Pottery:** Latest LMI. Few diagnostic sherds. Joins with pail 71. C 9320

Other: bone

Inventory: C 9320 fine mono-pot. Bridge-spouted jar.

We change pail & level - the soil seems to be darker. We also seem to be getting more pottery.

**Pail 74 (level 7, TR 74 A-74 B, Q 2, p. 190)**
- ** Depths:** 5.465 - 5.425 top / 5.36 - 5.28 bottom
- **Location:** under pail 73
- **Soil:** Darker. Pail very soft.
- **Pottery:** Latest LMI B. Mixed MM II-III.

Other: bone / C 9364, C 9365 / shell, charcoal
Inventory: C 9364 LMI B alabaster C 9365 LMI B dec. leaching

* Floor/ceiling collapse
Some rubble was found to me least (collapse?) The excavation ends here for today.

* Fair-sized bits of charcoal in C 9364
August 6, PRI. 193

This morning we continue pail 7:74 and 4 (6OA Level 189, 189). We are expecting no more upon a floor surface in 7:74. In 6OA, there is much rubble — the clayer stones are left in place for now. The paillet in 7:74 was exposed, but the bottom thin pass does not seem to represent a floor surface since much rubble picks out none least. We dig another thin pass with this pail to see if the true floor surface lies underneath. We are also at the levels which were acc. to S.B. Stobart (TR60, space C), Level 12.

Level 7A was completed and photographed.

* Pail 8, TR 33-34-35
  bottom pail 7:74, X3, from south proaving rubble, paillet & cup

We started pail 7:75 (sewing)

[Diagram 75]

Levels 7, TR 74A, 148, X3, p. 94

- depths: 5.40 - 5.28 top / 5.28 - 5.19 bottom
- location: under pail 74
- soil: brown, clayish-like, no plano pottery; latest LMI, pottery MM III
- floor packing materials (?)
- other: broken bone, shell
- mentioned: C9306, LMI B cup

In the meantime, Marcus completed

pail 6OA + started 67A

[Diagram 67A]

Levels 4, space H, p. 94

- depths: 0.13 - 0.61 top / 5.905 - 5.905 bottom
- location: under pail 67A
- soil: soft light brown, with rubble
- pottery: Hostile Minoan, but some late BM, MM III, bridge spout jar, some other: bone, shell, stone 1697 (?), burnt sheets